Film Board Meeting Minutes

Date: 4/20/2021

President Calls Meeting to Order

Approval of Last Week's Meeting Minutes

Motion to Approve by Kevin King
Motion Seconded by Noah Weiss

Officer Reports
President
● Movie recommendations
● A lot of stuff is up in the air for the fall, but swank (our usual movie company) is planning on stuff being back to normal for the fall
● We had a movie credit for 1917, apparently we have been reimbursed for it
● Spring fling went well, and the drive-in movie had over 100 people there.
Vice President
● Nothing to report
Treasurer
● Nothing to report
Secretary
● Clickity clack
Equipment Supervisor
● Nothing to report (I guess the fan is fully done, and the projector doesn't wobble anymore)
Concessions
● Nothing to report -- come get expired soda, or it'll probably be dumped
Advertising
● Nothing to report
Webpage
● Nothing to report
Publicity
● Nothing to report
Community Chair
● Nothing to report
Advisor
● IT emailed us about extra "filmboard" emails account we had, that are unused. They want to know if we want them, or if they can be deleted.

Committee Reports
Advertising
•
Equipment
•
Judicial
•
Movie
•

HOW’S THE BOARD?

Old Business
We should make a plan for o-week! Pavlis hasn't gotten back to us about helping us show a movie. We should decide if we want to show a movie, and if we should help any orgs that step forward to show a movie. It could be a good idea to treat it as a recruitment thing. Meagan motions to vote to show a movie during O-Week next semester. Sam seconds the motion. We voted yes with 100% voting yes, 0% voting no and no one abstaining. 21 Jump Street could be a good movie to show.

It might be good to keep one of the clay figures Sommerdai made in the filmboard momentos area, but Sommerdai can have any that she wants back. Thanks for letting us use them Sommerdai!

We won’t be giving away posters, but if anyone is graduating or going on co-op and really wants a poster, you can talk to Reese about getting one.

There's no electronic records for the On the Basis of Sex movie, so they are currently looking for our paper copies.

HOW’S THE BOARD?

New Business
No meeting next week! See everyone in the fall!

HOW’S THE BOARD?
Motion to Adjourn by Sam Krueger (who gestured to exit). Ruby Birckelbaw seconded.
Meeting Adjourned